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of the initial value problem. The salient features of the analysis are: (i) the instantaneous Hamil- 
tonian formalism does not depend upon the choice of Lepagean equivalent; (ii) the space + time 
decomposition can be performed either before or after the covariant Legendre transformation has 
been carried out, with equivalent results; (iii) the instantaneous Hamiltonian can be recovered 
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8. Introduction 
A long-standing problem in the calculus of variations was to develop a Hamiltonian 
formalism which covariantly generalizes the basic notions of Hamiltonian mechanics. In 
a previous paper [6, hereafter referred to as I], I laid the foundations of such a framework 
in general, predicated upon the De Donder-Weyl approach to the calculus of variations. 
There I (i) proposed a new candidate for the covariant phase space, (ii) showed that 
it carries a canonical multisymplectic structure, (iii) constructed and characterized 
corresponding covariant Legendre transformations, and (iv) gave a suitable notion of 
regularity. This formalism enables one to deal directly with higher order Lagrangians 
as well as multiple integrals in much the same way as one treats ordinary mechanics. 
But for various reasons (e.g., to perform an initial value analysis of a given set of 
evolution equations), it is often necessary to break manifest covariance. In this sequel 
I demonstrate, in the context of classical field theory, how this covariant Hamiltonian 
formalism may be space + time decomposed. The essential idea is to show how the mul- 
tisymplectic structure on the covariant level “descends” to a symplectic structure on the 
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instantaneous level once a Cauchy surface for the dynamics has been chosen. It turns 
out that the resulting “instantaneous” Hamiltonian formalism is an infinite-dimensional 
version of Ostrogradskii’s theory [lo, 131 and leads to the standard symplectic formula- 
tion of the initial value problem [7,15]. Thus this paper in conjunction with I provides 
a general and systematic means of canonically analyzing any Lagrangian variational 
principle. 
Some noteworthy corollaries of the analysis are: 
(a) The space + time split Hamiltonian and Lagrangian formalisms do not depend 
upon the choice of Lepagean equivalent. This is despite the fact that each such choice- 
corresponding to a particular approach to the calculus of variations-leads to markedly 
differing results in the covariant context. Nonetheless, the De Donder-Weyl approach 
(which is based upon the so-called “Cartan form”) is in some sense the most natural 
for classical field theory. 
(b) The space + time decomposition can be performed either before or after the 
covariant Legendre transformation has been carried out, with equivalent results. In 
other words, the following diagram commutes: 
Covariant 
Legendre transformation 
space space 
+ + 
time time 
split split 
7 t 
Instantaneous 
Legendre transformation 
Diagram 1. Space + time decomposition 
(c) The instantaneous Hamiltonian can be recovered in a natural way from the 
multisymplectic structure inherent in the theory, once one has fixed an “infinitesimal 
slicing” of the configuration bundle of the system at hand. This generalizes a result of 
[7], which states that the instantaneous Hamiltonian can be obtained as a “component” 
of the energy-momentum mapping associated to the gauge group of the system. 
(d) The space + time split symplectic structure obtained here lives on the space 
of Cauchy data for the evolution equations, and not on the space of solutions thereof 
(as in, e.g., [3,12]). Th is is an important distinction, as the former is typically better 
behaved than the latter. It also obviates the problem of constructing a differentiable 
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structure on the space of solutions as was attempted in [9]. 
Breaking manifest covariance is relatively trivial in mechanics, and is also well- 
understood in first order field theories, at least in the De Donder-Weyl framework 
(cf. [7] after which this paper is patterned). But the space + time decomposition does 
not seem to have been systematically studied in the context of alternative approaches to 
the calculus of variations, even in the first order case. Furthermore for higher order field 
theories several new features emerge. One has to do with the fact that there is additional 
ambiguity in the choice of Lepagean equivalent. Another is that a second symplectic 
reduction must be performed to eliminate the spatial derivatives of the fields which 
appear in the covariant formalism, but which are redundant in the instantaneous for- 
malism. (The first symplectic reduction eliminates the spatial “multimomenta” which 
are irrelevant for the initial value problem.) 
The present paper is the fourth in a series devoted to a new multisymplectic approach 
to classical field theory and the calculus of variations. The companion article I covers 
the basic ideas and develops the covariant Hamiltonian formalism. Previously I worked 
out the details of both this formalism and its space f time decomposition for the 
KdV equation as a test case [4]; it provides a simple yet interesting illustration of a 
(constrained) second order field theory. In a related paper [5], I present a new theory 
of Lepagean equivalents based upon the exterior differential systems approach to the 
variational calculus. 
I begin in Section 9 with some preliminaries on Cauchy surfaces, spaces of fields 
and their tangent and cotangent bundles. The plan is then to construct each of the 
vertical arrows in Diagram 1 in turn. In Section 10 I space + time decompose the 
covariant Lagrangian formalism and use the instantaneous Legendre transformation to 
set up the initial value problem. I attack the Lagrangian formalism first, as it is the 
traditional way to proceed; moreover, the Lagrangian formalism is somewhat simpler 
in that the ambiguities which appear in the Hamiltonian context are not as severe here. 
The emphasis in this section is on those aspects of the space + time decomposition 
which pertain to higher order Lagrangians. Section 11 is concerned with the space 
+ time decomposition of the covariant Hamiltonian formalism a la De Donder-Weyl. 
In particular, Section 11 describes the symplectic reductions necessary to obtain the 
space + time split symplectic structure on the space of Cauchy data for the evolution 
equations, and shows how to construct the instantaneous Hamiltonian in a “covariant” 
fashion. I also prove here that Diagram 1 commutes. The final section briefly examines 
how the space + time decomposition proceeds for field theories which are based on 
other approaches to the calculus of variations. 
Notation and terminology are established in I, to which the reader is referred for 
the relevant background. Except for references, all numbering (section, equation, etc.) 
is consecutive with I. 
9. Cauchy surfaces and spaces of fields 
In the space + time decomposed (“instantaneous”) formalism, dynamics is played 
out on infinite-dimensional spaces of fields at a given instant of time. To describe these 
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spaces it is convenient to introduce some notation. If Ii --f X is a fibration, then the 
space of its smooth sections will be denoted by the corresponding script letter, in this 
case K. Occasionally, when this might be confusing, I will resort to the notation I’(K). 
Let C c X be an n-dimensional Cauchy (i.e., noncharacteristic) surface for the field 
equations. In what follows I assume either that C is compact without boundary or 
that asymptotic conditions are imposed on all fields which allow one to neglect surface 
terms. I choose coordinates xp, p = 0,. . . , n on X which are adapted to C in the sense 
that C is locally given by x0 = 0. Latin indices will always refer to spatial coordinates; 
viz. coordinates on C. Define dn+lx = dx” A . . . A dxnand set dnxv = i(d/dxv)dn+lx, 
etc. Let ix be the inclusion C L-) X. 
If C c X, then Kc signifies the restriction of K to C, and so ICC is the space of all 
sections K of Kc + C. Equivalently, Kc consists of restrictions of sections of K --f X 
to C. If kA are coordinates along the fibers of Ii + X, then induced “coordinates” on 
ICC are ~~ = kA o K. It will not be necessary to topologize the spaces ICC in this paper; 
however, note that when completed in appropriate Ck or Sobolev topologies, they are 
known to be smooth manifolds [1,14]. 
The tangent space to ICC at a section K is 
T&C = {V : C --t VICE 1 V covers K}. 
Similarly, the smooth (or L2) cotangent space to ICC at K is 
T,*Icc = {r : C + L(VKc, AnE) 1 T covers K}, 
where L(VKc, hnC) is the vector bundle over Kc whose fiber above k E I<, is the set 
of linear maps from V~KC to AZC. In adapted coordinates an element x E T,*/cc is 
expressible as 
‘lr = qdkA @ dnxO. 
The natural pairing of T&c with Tz*Icc is given by integration: 
n*V= I iVT. c 
The standard symplectic structure WC on T*Kc is given in the usual fashion: WC = 
-d&, where 
O,(l%, 7r) * v = J i(T7. V)x c 
is the canonical l-from, V E T,(T*ICc), and r is the cotangent projection. These have 
the local representations 
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and 
and hence (K~, KA) are canonical coordinates on T*Kx. 
Finally, I need some special notation for jet bundles. Let JgK := (J’K)c be the 
restriction of J’K --f X to C c X. This must be distinguished from J’Kc, which is 
the rth jet bundle of the fibration Kc + C. Also, denote by j’K the space of holo- 
nomic sections of J’K + X, so that j$ := (j’K)c consists of restrictions of holonomic 
sections of J’K --) X to C. Again, this space should not be confused with the set jrlcc 
of holonomic sections of J’Kc --f C. 
10. The instantaneous Lagrangian formalism 
To space + time decompose a covariant theory it is necessary to choose an infinitesi- 
mal slicing of the covariant configuration bundle T : Y --f X. This consists of a Cauchy 
surface C c X along with a n-projectable vector field C on Y with the property that 
[ 1 YE is everywhere transverse to YE. (Actually (’ need only be defined in a neighbor- 
hood of YE.) The vector field C should be thought of as an “evolution direction” on Y; 
it governs the propagation of coordinates off YE to Y. Let <x be its projection to X; 
in relativity, this is the “lapse/shift” vector field. 
The covariant Lagrangian formalism lives on jet bundles J’Y whereas its instanta- 
neous counterpart lives on space of fields and their time derivatives over the Cauchy 
surface C. To get from the former to the latter one first considers the spaces I’(JcY). 
Given 7 E I’( JgY) set 7f1...,, = Y;$~...~~ o 7, so that I’(JiY) is parametrized by the 
quantities YA, 7,A,. . . , -ypI...pr. Insofar as the initial value problem is concerned, only the 
temporal derivatives 7,&u are important; the spatial derivatives 7t1...crSi are irrelevant. 
These spatial derivatives can be eliminated by restricting to the subset &y c I’(JgY). 
Elements 7 E jEY are spatially holonomic in the sense that 7f1...PSi = 7$1...,,,i along 
C for 0 < s < T - 1. It follows that j;Y is parametrized by 7A, 7&, . . . ,7,$ := 7,&, 
(T- times). 
Proposition 9. A choice of evolution direction C ovz Y gives rise to an identification 
j;y M T’&. 
Here T’& := J,$(IR,&) is the rth order tangent bundle of YE. The proof proceeds 
in two stages. 
Lemma 10. A choice of[ induces un injection j.$Y + Tji-‘y. 
Proof. Let 7 E J’Y so that 7 = js4(z) for some 4 E y, where z 
that 7 induces a map _i : T,X + T,;_I(,)JT-‘Y according to ;/([) = 
coordinates 
= n?(7). Recall 
T,( jTm14) . t. In 
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Now suppose that 7 is actually a section. Fixing the evolution direction C then gives 
rise to the map 7~ : X --f VJ’-lY defined by 
Y&4 = Wx(4) - ~r-‘~(G(7(~))), 
where j’-l( is the prolongation of [ on Y to a vector field on Jr-lY. (The second 
term compensates for the fact that j((‘x) is not a+l-vertical.) Upon writing jr-lc = 
(C5 CA, * ‘d;$l...pT_-l) h 1 1 P t e oca ex ression for 7~ becomes 
Since 7~ covers n,T_r o 7 : X + Jr-‘Y, it follows that 7~ E Z’~;_l(,)I’(J’-‘Y). 
This works equally well if one restricts to C. Thus the association 7 ~j 7~ yields 
a map I?(J.$Y) + TI?(Jg-‘Y). Note that both I’(JcY) and TI’(J&-lY) fiber over 
I’(J&-lY) and that this map is fiber preserving. 
Next, suppose 7 E &Y; then I claim that 7~ actually lies in Z’&-‘Y c Tr(J$-‘Y). 
For this, it suffices to show that the components 
(r&t, . ..p.$ = C”7,k..ps” - r,4...,, 
of 7~ satisfy 
(Y& . ..p.i = (Yc):&.&,; 
(10.1) 
(10.2) 
for all spatial indices i. As C 1 YE is everywhere transverse to YE, there exists an adapted 
chart on a neighborhood of YE in Y in which a/a x0 = <. (I refer to such a chart as “I- 
adapted”.) Then locally jr-r< = a/a z” as well, and hence (10.2) follows immediately 
from (10.1) and the fact that 7 is spatially holonomic. 
Finally, it remains to verify that the induced map jLY + Tj&-‘JJ is one-to-one. But 
in C-adapted charts, the association 7 + 76 is 
(rA, * 
( 
d d 
..,rl&+ c7”,...,7~_,,,7~-+~~~+7~- 
dYA r ayti!.-, > 
(10.3) 
and the result in obvious. 0 
Proof of Proposition 9. I use induction on T. For T = 1, the lemma gives an injection 
j;JJ -+ T&. From (10.3) it follows that this is in fact a surjection, since 7A and 7,$ 
are independently specifiable along C. Now suppose there is an isomorphism &-‘Y M 
,r-l&. Then the lemma gives an injection &Y -+ T&-‘Y M T(T’-‘YE), the image 
of which clearly lies on the “diagonal” T’& c T(T’-lY~). In a C-adapted chart this 
map is thus 
(rA ,...,7oA,) * 
( 
rA,7g&+.**+7&y& * 
h--l > 
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As before, since rA,. . . , ykr are independently specifiable along C, this map is surjec- 
tive. This proves the proposition. 0 
If YA YA 7 17.. 
j$y ---f T’ Y 
. , $, are tangent coordinates on T’&, then the isomorphism t?& c : 
c takes the form 
for 0 < s < T, where (7~)’ denotes s-fold differentiation by yc. Aesthetically it is 
perhaps preferable to work on TT&, but computationally j&Y is simpler. In any case 
I will henceforth suppress the isomorphism and use <-adapted coordinates to identify 
these two spaces. 
Using Proposition 9 it is now possible to’ construct the instantaneous Lagrangian 
formalism for a kth order field theory. The instantaneous Lagrangian Lx,< : T”& -+ Iw 
is 
&f(Y) = Y*(+&)7 
J c 
where C is the Lagrangian density, viewed 
Locally L = Ld”+l x and so the Lagrangian 
&C(Y) = 
I 
(L 0 7)d”zo. 
c 
as a nk-horizontal 
becomes 
(TZ + l)-form on J”Y. 
In this expression the integrand has the functional form 
L 0 y = L (jkyA, jkmlyt,. . ., 76) . (10.4) 
Here I am viewing the 7; as locally defined functions on C, and so the jets involved 
consist only of spatial derivatives. 
The velocity phase space is T2k-’ YE and comes equipped with the Poincard-Cartan 
l-form BL,c. This form can be constructed directly from the Lagrangian in the usual 
fashion [lo], but here I examine how it arises via the space + time decomposition. Let 
0~: be a strict Lepagean equivalent of C. (One could consider more general Lepagean 
equivalents with the same results, but I restrict attention to strict ones for simplicity. 
For further details on Lepagean equivalents see Section 3 of I and [5].) Thus 0~ is a 
($Tr )-horizontal (n + 1)-form on J 2k-1Y which in jet charts looks like 
Or. = Ld”+lZ + 
( 
p~.~+~-lY~~l~..pli_-l + * * * t pillA) A dnxv t x, (10.5) 
where x is at least quadratic in the generators +fl...fis = dy$l...pS - y;$l...p,vdxV of the 
contact ideal on Jzk-‘Y, and the coefficients p~“.Ps are given by 
dL 
Pl . ..Ps _ 
ay,A, . ...& 
+ c2.+k ’ s=k 
(10.6) 
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Here the functions cY**‘~‘, of order at most 2k - 2, satisfy cA ~l..*(I”..--1~S) = 0 and c; = 0, 
but are otherwise undetermined. 
Define the l-form 0,q on I’(Jik-‘Y) by 
&,c(y) * v = 
J 
Y*(iv@c), 
c 
where V E TJ(Jg’-‘Y). Now suppose 
4 E y. Then 
7 E ji’-‘y so that 7 = j2k-1+ o ix for some 
7*(ivx) = i;(j2%#J)*(ivX) = 0 
as x is at least 2-contact. Thus the term x in 0~: effectively disappears once the 
formalism is space + time split. In adapted charts, (10.5) and some integrations by 
parts then yield 
= 
J( 
?$-ld7oA,_, t - * 
c 
+T&~) C3dnxo 
as a l-form on ji’-‘y, where eT..‘ll* = ~2.“~~ o 7 and 
r2 = kg’(_l)T (s ; ‘) (eyi’o.+l) . . 
r=O 
,ll..& 
(10.7) 
(10.8) 
Finally, under the identification ji’-’ Y M T2k-1y~, Oc,c induces the sought after 
form ~L,C on T2”-’ YE whose expression in C-adapted charts is just (10.7). 
With Lc,c and ~L,-J in hand, the construction of the left hand arrow in Diagram 1 is 
finished. From here on the instantaneous formalism reduces to higher order mechanics, 
albeit on infinite-dimensional spaces of sections. (See for example [lo, 131 and Section 6 
of I.) But there is one important observation to be made; namely, that the instantaneous 
Lagrangian formalism obtained in this manner is independent of all the ambiguities 
which are present on the covariant level: 
Proposition 11. The instantaneous Lagrangian formalism is independent of the choice 
of Lepagean equivalent 0~. 
Proof. It is only necessary to show that the Poincard-Cartan form ~L,C does not 
depend upon the specific choice of 0~. I have already indicated that the at least 2- 
contact term x in (10.5) is irrelevant, so it remains to verify that the antisymmetric 
components c~“+ of the multimomenta ~2”” play no role in f?~,c as well. 
To see this, eliminate the e:...” in (10.8) by repeatedly substituting from (10.6) 
while keeping the functional form (10.4) in mind. Since the CT”.‘* are antisymmetric 
in their last two indices while symmetric in their first s - 1 indices, some algebra yields 
=? = 6y(j4+, 
-%Y) (10.9) 
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as might be expected. But this expression involves only L. Cl 
Remark 12. Of course Proposition 11 is hardly surprising since, as remarked previ- 
ously, the instantaneous Lagrangian formalism effectively amounts to a higher order 
single integral variational problem, and in this circumstance there is a unique Lepagean 
equivalent (or PoincarbCartan form). 
Remark 13. When computing the instantaneous momenta ~2 via (10.9), one must be 
careful to take the spatial dependence of the fields into account. Explicitly, the space 
+ time split variational derivative is 
where D& = DO - . -Do (T times). The first term in the above is exactly what one would 
get in mechanics, while the second term reflects the fact that one is space + time 
decomposing a field theory. 
Continuing with the instantaneous formalism, the phase space is T*(Tk-‘Yc) with 
its standard symplectic structure WC = -doz. Elements of this space can be written 
7r = ($-l dy&_, + - - - + KA dyA) @ dnxO. 
Note that T2”-’ YE and T*(Tk-lY~) are vector bundles over Tk-‘& of equal rank. 
This fact and the expression for z indicate that, for higher order systems, the instan- 
taneous configuration space is in some sense really Tk-lYc and not YE, as might be 
naively thought. 
The instantaneous Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms are connected by the 
instantaneous Legendre transformation, which is defined analogously to its covariant 
alter ego (cf. Section 4 of I). In view of (10.7) one may consider 6J~,c as a l-form 
on Tk-l& with coefficients in C”(T2”-‘&); i.e., as a (Tk-‘&)-bundle map OL,J : 
P-lyx t T*(T”-l YE). This “tautologous” map has the coordinate expression 
YA ,..., &_, -+ yA,...,YOAk_-I;?TA,...,A~-l. 
Clearly ~L,J = 0 L,c~c. Let Ilk-’ be the image of cr,r+c in T*(T”-‘YE); If:-’ is the 
instantaneous primary constraint set. It inherits a (generically) presymplectic structure 
from I’*(Z’k-ly~) which I also denote by WC. 
Finally, it is necessary to construct the instantaneous Hamiltonian. To this end, 
define the energy Ec,c : Z’2k-1Yc + R by [2] 
I&-,&) = - -/*(ipk-l@13). 
J c 
(10.10) 
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A short computation in c-adapted charts similar to that leading to (10.7) gives 
EC,&) = J c (+‘y& t . - - t wy,A - L(Y)) dnxo. 
Moreover one checks that (kerTaL,c)[&] = 0. Thus, provided the fibers of a~,x 
are connected, it is clear that the relation Hz,< o ~L,C = E~,c implicitly defines the 
instantaneous Hamiltonian Hc,c on Hk-r. Hamilton’s equations on IIke are then 
+wc = dHc,C, 
which is to be solved for (the flow of) the evolution vector field [, etc. 
As with its Lagrangian counterpart, the instantaneous Hamiltonian formalism so 
constructed is completely fixed, independent of any covariant ambiguities. The stage is 
now set to proceed with the initial value analysis as is explained, e.g., in [7,15]. Note 
that-computational complexity aside-the initial value analysis proceeds as always 
regardless of the order of the field theory. Discussions of these and related matters in 
the specific case of higher order systems (along with numerous references) can be found 
in [10,8]. 
11. The instantaneous Hamiltonian formalism 
In the preceding section I obtained the instantaneous Hamiltonian formalism by first 
space + time decomposing the covariant Lagrangian formalism, and then performing 
the instantaneous Legendre transformation. Here I show how it arises by directly space 
+ time decomposing the covariant Hamiltonian formalism of I. 
This covariant Hamiltonian formalism is based specifically on the De Donder-Weyl 
approach to the calculus of variations. Throughout this section I therefore assume that 
the chosen Lepagean equivalent 0~ is in fact a Cartan form in the sense of Section 3. 
(In other words, 0~ is a strict Lepagean equivalent for which the at least 2-contact 
term x vanishes.) I will indicate what happens in a more general setting in the next 
section. 
Since the covariant phase space is Z”-r , one is led to study the space 2i-l = 
l?(.Z$-‘). Recalling that .Z’“-’ fibers over Jk-‘Y with projection X, one obtains the 
induced fibration 2;-r + I’(Jk-‘Y). 
The first stage of the space + time decomposition consists of integrating the canon- 
ical (n + 2)- and (n + 1)-f orms R and 0 on Z”-r over C thereby obtaining 2- and 
l-forms Rr: and 0~ on 22-r) as follows. For Q E 2;-1 and V, W E T,Zk-l, set 
@c(e). v = 
/ 
e*(iu@> 
c 
and 
Ox(e) e (V, W> = J e*(iwiufl). 
c 
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A straightforward calculation using Stokes’ theorem shows that Rc = -dOc. In 
adapted coordinates (4.3) gives 
and 
We) = J 
c 
where q = X o Q E I’(JE-‘I’), ~~l..,/lS = yfll.,,PS o 9 and Q?“.” = p:‘.“’ o Q. 
However, the form Rx on 2k-l is merely presymplectic, as it has a nontrivial kernel. 
In fact, from the formula above for Rx it is apparent that 
ker Rx = span 
d d d 
ap~4k--li ’ 
. . . 7 - 
’ api ’ ap 
. 
These characteristics can be eliminated by a symplectic reduction. 
Consider the vector bundle map Rx : 2;-1 3 T*I’(Ji-‘Y) over I’(Jk-‘Y) defined 
by 
RX(~). V = c v*(k) 
J 
for V E Tlpr(J~-‘Y). Using canonical coordinates 
VA,. . . , ‘p;l,..llk_-I, ??A,. . . , ?rT”‘pk-l 
on T*r(Jk-‘Y), the local expression for Rx becomes simply 
-LJl...Ps _ 
“A 
Pl...PSO 
- @A (11.1) 
for 0 < s < k - 1. A moment’s reflection shows that Rx is a surjective submersion. 
Now let & and WC be the canonical l- and 2-forms on T*r(Jk-‘Y), respectively. 
Another routine calculation using the universal property of 0 establishes 
Lemma 12. R*,f?c = 0~. 
Thus R$& = Rc. Since WE is (weakly) nondegenerate and Rx is a submersion it 
follows that ker Rx = ker TRc. From all this one obtains: 
Proposition 13. The reduced symplectic manifold 2;-‘/(ker&) is canonically iso- 
morphic to T*I’(Jk-‘Y) with its standard symplectic structure. 
This reduction therefore splits the “temporal” multimomenta pT”‘PrO off from the 
“spatial” multimomenta pT..+” and eliminates the latter as well as the “covariant 
Hamiltonian” p. Clearly only the temporal components are relevant for the initial value 
problem. 
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However, this is not all, since the space I’(@‘Y) still contains the superfluous 
spatial derivatives ‘p& ...p,i. These can be eliminated as in the preceding section via a 
further symplectic reduction. (Note that this is unnecessary when k = 1.) 
For this, again restrict to the set &-‘y of spatially holonomic sections. One may view 
the inclusion j, : jk-‘Y - I’(J~-’ Y) as defining a holonomic constraint r-‘(j~-‘Y) c 
T*I’(Jk-‘Y) in the sense of mechanics [II]; reduction then yields the cotangent bundle 
T*(jk-‘Y) with its standard symplectic structure. Repeatedly integrating by parts, the 
corresponding projection jg : T-~ (jk-‘Y) + T*(&-‘y) is found to be 
T2 = “F’(_l)f (3 f ‘) (+..ifoa) . , 
r=o 
,21 . ..tr 
(11.2) 
where cptS, up, 0 < s < k - 1, are canonical coordinates on T*(jk-‘y). Using Propo- 
sition 9, one can then identify I!‘*(&‘y) M T*(T”-‘Yc). Thus in this manner one 
recovers the instantaneous phase space of the preceding section. 
Now let UL: : J2”-‘Y + Zkml be the covariant Legendre transformation. Recall from 
Section 4 that the “covariant primary constraint set” is 
p-1 = ac(J2k-‘y) c 29-l. 
With a slight abuse of notation, set 
pE-1 = a,(j;k-ry) c 2;-1. 
Proposition 14. The following diagram commutes: 
jZk-‘Y bc, pk-1 c 
t2k-l 
EL 1 1 
ipE 
T2k-1yE x T*(T’-%) 
Proof. Work in C-adapted coordinates. Recursively substituting (4.5) into (11.2) while 
taking (11.1) into account yields exactly (10.9). Cl 
Corollary 15. jg(Rc(Pk-‘)) = Ilk-l. 
Proof. That jz(Rc(Pk-‘)) & If:-’ is a consequence of Proposition 14. To prove 
surjectivity, fix (cp, r) E II:-‘. Then by Proposition 9 and the definition of the instan- 
taneous primary constraint set, there is some $ E Y such that y = tit,’ (j2k-1qh o ix) 
satisfies a~,x o y = (cp, x). But then 
(v,K> = jS(Rc(ar. oj2k-140 ic)) 
again by Proposition 14. Cl 
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Remark 14. A section .Q E Pk-’ which projects onto (cp, X) E IIke is called a holo- 
nomic lift of (cp, r). This last result then says in particular that holonomic lifts always 
exist. 
It remains to “covariantly” recover the instantaneous Hamiltonian. For this, define 
Kc,< : 2;-1 + Ii% by 
KE,c(@>= - (P*(ijk--lC@) 
I c 
where, as usual, cp = X o Q. 
(11.3) 
Proposition 16. The instantaneous Hamiltonian fIc,c : IIk-r -+ LR is given by 
Rz,&, n) = Q,(e) (11.4) 
where .g is any holonomic lift of (cp, r) to Pk-‘. 
Proof. Using the definition (4.1) of 0, K~,c can be rewritten 
(11.5) 
where jkblC is th e canonical lift of the vector field jkWIC on Jk-‘Y to Z”-‘. Now, if 
Q E p[-‘, then Q = (TC o y for some y E $?-’ y. Then from (4.6), Proposition 14 and 
(lO.lO), 
= e&d = &,&L,c 0 7) = ~c,&, 4 
where I have used the facts that 0 is X-horizontal and 
TUL: -j2”-1c = jkmlC mod VA. 
Provided the fibers of al;,~ are connected, the desired result now follows from Corol- 
lary 15. Cl 
In summary, (11.3) represents a “purely Hamiltonian” definition of the instantaneous 
Hamiltonian. (Of course, Kc,< only “becomes” the Hamiltonian when restricted to 
PEA’, and here-in the definition of the covariant primary constraint set-is where the 
Lagrangian comes into play. In this regard, note that Kc,< does not directly project 
through Rx to T*I’(@‘Y); one must restrict to pk-’ first.) Actually, from (11.5) 
one sees that this definition is “multisymplectic.” Other results along these lines can 
be found in [2,7]. 
The construction of Diagram 1 is now complete, and from Propositions 14 and 16 
one sees that it commutes. In particular, it follows that the instantaneous Hamiltonian 
formalism obtained this way is independent of the choice of Cartan form. 
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12. Other approaches 
The space + time decomposition described in the previous section assumes the De 
Donder-Weyl approach to the calculus of variations. Naturally, the question arises as 
to happens in other contexts. (The reader is referred to Section 6 of I and [5] for back- 
ground on alternative approaches to the calculus of variations as well as references.) 
As shown in Section 10, the instantaneous Lagrangian formalism is completely insen- 
sitive to the choice of Lepagean equivalent. This should not be surprising: after all, the 
initial value analysis-which ultimately yields the symplectic structure on the space 
of admissible Cauchy data for the Euler-Lagrange equations-is concerned only with 
these equations and their properties; Lepagean equivalents play no role here except as 
a means to the end. 
But the problem is tricker on the Hamiltonian side. This is because the entire struc- 
ture of the covariant Hamiltonian formalism is dictated by the choice of Lepagean 
equivalent: different such choices give rise to disparate multiphase spaces, multisym- 
plectic structures, and even notions of regularity, cf. Sections 5-6. Nonetheless, one 
expects that the dependence on the choice of 0~ in the covariant Hamiltonian for- 
malism will disappear once a space + time decomposition is performed. Certainly the 
instantaneous Hamiltonian formalism obtained by traversing Diagram 1 counterclock- 
wise contains no remnants of this choice. The problem is to determine what happens 
going clockwise. In view of the form of the general (strict) Lepagean equivalent (10.5), 
one must ascertain the effects of the higher degree contact term x upon the Hamiltonian 
formalism. (In this regard, note that the ambiguity encoded in the undetermined com- 
ponents c~a”cLs-lPs = pA ~~~~bS--lkl of the first d egree multimomenta is purely a higher 
order phenomenon, and will be present regardless of which approach to the calculus of 
variations one takes. As illustrated in the previous section, the quantities which are ul- 
timately relevant-viz. the instantaneous momenta r2--turn out to be independent of 
the c~““‘. Thus although the c:“‘~~ appear in the covariant Hamiltonian formalism, 
they will drop out during the space + time split.) 
These effects are striking on the covariant level. To appreciate them without intro- 
ducing extraneous complications, consider first order field theory “a la Lepage” (cf. 
Section 6 of I). This formalism is based upon the most general strict Lepagean equiv- 
alent 
on J’Y, where the XT1;:2, are fixed but arbitrary functions and the vertical bars 
indicate that the summation extends only over increasing sequences of indices. 
The covariant phase space in this instance is all of An+‘Y (and not just its subbun- 
dle Z”!) with th e canonical (n + 1)-form 
0 = $+I A dyAs A dn+l-sxpl ...ps. 
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As before, one considers the space I’(@’ Y). Integration over C yields the l-form 
on I’(AE+‘Y), where 
The analysis now proceeds exactly as in the De Donder-Weyl case: the 2-form Rx = 
-dOc is presymplectic, and reduction yields T*& with its standard symplectic struc- 
ture. (The second reduction of Section 11 is not necessary here as the theory is only 
first order.) Thus one ends up with the same instantaneous phase space as in the De 
Donder-Weyl approach, despite the fact that the covariant phase spaces are entirely 
different. 
One also finds that (11.3) and (11.4) together still induce the same instantaneous 
Hamiltonian. It is instructive to verify this explicitly, although in fact Proposition 16 
and its proof remain valid as stated. For e = UC o y with y E j;Y, a straightforward 
computation in [-adapted charts using the expression (6.8) for the covariant Legendre 
transformation in this context gives 
= c (?iA’y: - L(Y)) dnxo 
J 
with %A = dL/dyt, consistent with what one gets via the instantaneous Legendre 
transformation. 
This analysis shows that the only real effect of the higher degree contact term x is 
hence to “shift” the reduction map Rx from ?A = eo to %A = &. Thus the De Donder- 
Weyl and Lepagean versions of first order field theory both give rise to the same 
instantaneous Hamiltonian formalism. It is moreover clear that an analogous result 
will hold for higher order theories, so that the instantaneous Hamiltonian formalism is 
independent of the choice of strict Lepagean equivalent. 
Even so, the De Donder-Weyl formalism is in a sense the most natural for classical 
field theory, at least insofar as the space + plus time decomposition and the subsequent 
initial value analysis are concerned. Certainly it is algebraically simpler than other 
approaches, and is the most straightforward to space + time split. (This reflects the fact 
that the De Donder-Weyl framework for field theory most closely mimics mechanics.) 
And, as the above computations illustrate, other approaches effectively “shift” to De 
Donder-Weyl once one integrates over the Cauchy surface. 
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